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Abstract  Intensity description as exercise prescription is 
a main challenge for sport scientists and coaches. Most 
commonly used in endurance sports are percentages of the 
heart rate at Maximal Lactate Steady State (MLSS). Since 
the late 1970s, MLSS is approximated by several anaerobic 
thresholds based on lactate extraction during graded 
incremental tests. Since then, scientists look for non-invasive 
methods to approximate these thresholds. Our new approach 
uses the sports computer science Performance Potential 
model (PerPot) for determination. The antagonistic model 
PerPot models the relation between load (speed) and 
performance (heart rate). This investigation compares lactate 
based and PerPot simulated thresholds. Fifteen male 
handball players performed a graded incremental test with 
lactate extraction and continuous heart rate recording. 
Lactate measurement was used for determination of four 
established lactate-based anaerobic thresholds (OBLA, 
Dickhuth, Keul, Simon). Speed and heart rate processes were 
used for PerPot determination of the threshold. Both Pearson 
correlations (r=0.883 – r=0.895) and intraclass correlations 
(ICC=0.894 – ICC=0.932) show high correlations between 
lactate-based and PerPot simulated thresholds. Using 
anaerobic threshold (AT) for exercise prescription is the 
ideal case. Because of adaptation, AT changes and should 
therefore be determined periodically. In practice, this is 
rarely done because of high cost and difficult invasive 
determination in laboratory. PerPot provides a low cost, 
non-invasive method for AT determination. It is therefore an 
ideal method for verifying former results of sports medicine 
diagnostics periodically. In addition, simple portability of 
results to field is an advantage, because the graded 
incremental tests can also be performed outdoors. 

Keywords  Physical Endurance, Exercise, Modeling, 
Performance 

1. Introduction

Optimization of exercise prescription is one of the main 
targets of sport scientists. Besides duration, frequency and 
progression of exercise training, exercise intensity is 
considered as one of the most important variables [1, 2]. 
Usually intensities are set by percentages of heart rate (HR) 
from maximum heart rate (HRmax), heart rate reserve (HRR) 
or by percentage of speed from maximal oxygen uptake 
(VO2max) [1, 3]. However, fixed percentages based on 
HRmax, HRR or VO2max are not sensible due to many 
serious errors and therefore should not be used for exercise 
prescription [2, 4, 5]. Instead, exercise intensity should be 
prescribed relative to metabolic thresholds like the anaerobic 
thresholds [2, 3]. Such thresholds are based on different 
energy systems depending on the intensity of exercise [6]. 
Thereby the focus is especially on the two systems, i.e. 
aerobic oxidative and anaerobic glycolytic [6]. These two 
systems produce energy for long duration on moderate 
intensity and moderate duration exercises on a higher 
intensity, respectively, in which the anaerobic system 
produces lactate as a side product [6]. The anaerobic 
threshold (AT) is defined as the highest intensity at which 
lactate production and elimination are in equilibrium (MLSS) 
[7]. In order to find this threshold, many researchers tried to 
interpret the increasing blood lactate concentrations during 
graded incremental tests. Today this is the most important 
diagnostic tool within exercise prescription [8]. However, 
there are many critical influences on the lactate curve and 
therefore also on AT, e.g. work rate increments and stage 
durations during the graded tests [9] or chosen fitting 
procedure for the lactate curve [7]. Despite all the criticisms, 
lactate diagnostic has become accepted in practice and is the 
current gold-standard. However, the invasive measurement 
of lactate using capillary blood extraction is expensive 
(about 100€) and complex, particularly because further 
personal and equipment is needed. Hence, Conconi et al. 
developed a non-invasive method using speed and HR for 
determining the deflection point which corresponds to AT 
[10]. However, Hofmann et al. showed that it is not always 
possible to determine the deflection point due to different 
HRs and response of myocardial function to graded 
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incremental tests [11]. In 2009, a sports computer science 
method was developed using multi-layer perceptrons for 
estimating the fixed AT at 4 mmol/l [12]. These neural 
networks were generated with anthropometric data and HR 
of the last five stages of a graded incremental test of 113 
soccer players. The disadvantage of this approach is the 
model itself. It estimates the AT by searching for general 
patterns using the underlying data. ATs can only be 
estimated for athletes with similar anthropometry, because of 
no correspondence between the model and the individuality 
of physiology. In contrast, our Performance Potential model 
(PerPot) reproduces the individual behaviour of HR on speed. 
ATs can be identified by simulating several constant speed 
endurance runs. The aim of the present investigation was to 
compare our simulated AT with the most common 
lactate-based ATs in practice. For this purpose, fifteen 
well-trained male handball players performed a graded 
incremental test. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Subjects 

Fifteen male handball players were recruited for this 
study but only 13 (age: 23.2±2.3; height (cm): 186.2±7.8; 
weight (kg): 88.3±11.4) were included for data analysis at 
the end of the study. The G*Power analyses [13] reveals a 
minimum of 13 participants to show significance in very 
high correlations (r>0.9). One participant was excluded 
because of incorrect data measurement and the other one 
was excluded because the graded incremental test had to be 
interrupted before the participant reached his subjective 
exhaustion due to blood pressure problems. Table 1 shows 
their age and physical characteristics, which were measured 
before our tests. 

Table 1.  Anthropometric data and training characteristics of the subjects 
(N=13) 

 Min Max Mean ± s 

Age (Years) 20 27 23,23 ± 2,28 

Body mass (kg) 70,9 110,6 88,30 ± 11,41 

Height (cm) 174,0 200,0 186,15 ± 7,82 

BMI (kg/m2) 23,2 29,7 25,40 ± 2,03 
VO2max (ml 

O2/min) 44,7 54,9 50,72 ± 3,27 

The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz. All 
participants had a minimum load of three exercises or two 
exercises and a competition per week. Furthermore, they 
were all non-smokers and had no cardiological illness. 
Intensive or long continuous exercise and alcoholic 
consumption was forbidden one day before the graded 
incremental test. 

2.2. Method 

The graded incremental test was executed on a treadmill 
adjusted with a gradient of 1.5%. All tests started with an 
initial workload of 6 km/h for 3 minutes and incremental 2 
km/h increases every 3 minutes until subjective exhaustion 
was reached with a minimum of five steps. Between steps, a 
30 second break took place for capillary blood extraction. 
Subsequent to the last incremental step, another step of 3 
minutes with the previous initial workload of 6 km/h took 
place. 

All tests were performed for standardization between 1 
and 7 PM to minimize any possible influence of circadian 
cycle. 

The capillary blood sample extractions were carried out 
before the beginning of graded incremental test, in each 30 
second break between steps and after the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 
20th minute subsequent to subjective exhaustion break off. 
To determine the lactate concentration blood samples were 
extracted using a 20 µl sodium- heparinized end-to-end 
plastic capillary from ear lobe, which was hyperemic-based 
with Finalgon ® and was cleaned with disinfectant. Samples 
were stored at 5-8° C temperature until analysis. Lactate 
concentrations were determined with the measurement 
device BIOSEN 5140 ® by EFK electrochemically. These 
lactate concentrations and all heart rate values at the end of 
particular corresponding step were used as input for the 
analysis software Winlactat 3.3 by Mesics GmbH. Thereby, 
heart rate values at AT were determined with different 
mathematical models. In this study, we decided to determine 
the most common and well-established thresholds “+1.5 
mmol/l” by Dickhuth [14], onset of blood lactate 
accumulation (OBLA) by Mader [15], Keul [16] and Simon 
[17]. Instead of the original 4 mmol/l OBLA, we decided to 
take a lower onset of 3.5 mmol/l because of the shorter step 
duration of 3 minutes compared to the originally used 5 
minutes step duration [18]. 

In contrast to standard lactate based sport medical 
performance diagnostic, where only one heart rate value at 
the end of a step is taken, we needed a continuous heart rate 
profile for PerPot usage. Thus, a heart rate recording device 
was applied during graded incremental tests, which recorded 
heart rates in five second intervals. A Polar® heart rate 
monitor by Polar® Electro Oy, consisted of electrode belt 
and transmitter WearLink® W.I.N.D. and heart rate monitor 
RS800CX was used for this purpose. Data was transmitted to 
a computer via an infrared interface and was visualized and 
edited using the Polar ProTrainer 5TM software. After 
transmission, the data was available as .hrm file for further 
calculations [19].  

The corresponding speed was determined exactly from the 
treadmill, including acceleration and breaking. Speed values 
were determined in 5 second intervals similar to heart rate 
measurement and finally included into the .hrm file, which 
was used as data input for the PerPot analysis. The simulated 
IAT heart rate values were determined with the PerPot web 
version on www.perpot.de as of March 2017. 

2.3. Performance Potential Model 
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The goal of the model was the reproduction of a HR 
progress by a given speed progress. Particularly, the 
delayed adaptation of HR on a changing speed should be 
reproduced by the model. This delayed (asymptotic) 
behaviour of HR can be reproduced by PerPot, which was 
adapted among other things for running [20]. 

In general, PerPot is a discrete and deterministic 
computer science model to represent interdependencies 
between load input and performance output [21]. In our 
scenario, load input and performance output correspond to 
running speed and HR, respectively. The effect of running 
speed on heart rate results from two potentials. The strain 
potential (SP) increments HR, whereas the recovery 
potential (RP) decrements HR. Both effects occur with 
different time delays, i.e. the strain delay (DS) and the 
recovery delay (DR). 

PerPot has a further mechanism to react on overloading. 
If the running speed is getting too high, SP reaches its 
maximum and the overload mechanism provoke a shorter 
delay of the negative effect to HR in order to avoid an 
endless increase of HR (see figure 1). 

 

Figure 1.  Structure of the performance potential model (PerPot) 

The difference equations of the interim values SP and RP 
and the output value HR are as follows: 

SP [t + Δt] = SP[t] + Δt · (Speed[t] – 
-SR [t, t + Δt] - OR [t, t + Δt])        (1) 

RP [t + Δt] = RP[t] + Δt · (Speed[t] -  
- RR [t, t + Δt])              (2) 

HR [t + Δt] = HR[t] + Δt (RR [t, t + Δt] - 
 - SR [t, t + Δt] - OR [t, t + Δt])        (3) 

The three rates i.e. strain rate (SR), recover rate (RR) and 
overflow rate (OR) are determined by the following 
equations: 

SR [t, t + Δt] = min(1, SP[t], PP[t]) / DS  (4) 
RR [t, t + Δt] = min(1, RP[t], 1-PP[t]) / DR  (5) 

OR [t, t + Δt] = max(0, SP[t]-1) /DO     (6) 

As one can see, the rates could also result from PP. This 
possible back coupling causes an S-shaped HR response 
given an incremental speed process [22]. 

2.4. Calibration and Simulation 

For AT determination using the model, two steps are 
needed, the individual calibration step and the simulation 
step. 

Since variation of running speeds causes different 
delayed HR reaction in individuals, the model delays have 
to be calibrated for every athlete, individually. Therefore, 
the graded incremental test described above was conducted 
to determine the individual delayed changes of heart rate 
related to changing running speed. The internal model 
parameters like delays (DS and DR, Figure 1) are adjusted 
to optimal values, in which simulated and original heart 
rates correspond best. 

After the individual calibration of the model to the athlete, 
the model can be used for simulations. The user only has to 
put in a speed progress and gets out the corresponding heart 
rate progress for the adapted athlete. In addition, the 
simulation provides the reserve value, which provides an 
indication of nearness to the overloading mechanism: 

Reserve [t] = 1 – SP[t]            (7) 

To avoid overloading, this value shouldn’t be zero or 
negative. We utilize this value for the simulation of AT. For 
constant running speed, HR converges to an individual level 
and increments slightly at most. If running speed exceeds a 
critical level, HR would increase excessively. In our model, 
this would be the moment where overloading mechanism 
begins and reserve value would become negative. 

The determination method of the simulated AT by PerPot 
simulates several 60 minute constant endurance runs. The 
speed increases minimally in every simulation run as long 
as the reserve doesn’t reach zero during this simulation. If 
the reserve (7) is greater than zero over the whole 
simulation, the athlete wouldn’t reach his limit during the 
simulation with the speed used. Once the reserve gets zero, 
the athlete reaches his limit and we define the simulated AT 
as the simulated heart rate at the end of this simulation. 

2.5. Statistics 

Statistical analysis of the heart rate values at the AT were 
performed by using SPSS Statistics 21 by IBM. Initially, 
thresholds of all five models were checked on normal 
distribution by means of the Shaprio-Wilk test. 
Homogeneity of variances were checked by means of the 
Levene test. Both tests are required for further analysis with 
correlation coefficients. 

The correlation between the simulated PerPot ATs and 
the lactate based ATs was evidenced with the Pearson 
correlation value (r). As measurement for the absolute 
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consistency the intra class correlation coefficient (ICC) was 
determined. 

Bland-Altman plots were used to visualise the variation 
of differences between simulated and lactate based 
thresholds [23]. This graphical means is useful to assess 
whether the two series, each having some errors, are 
comparable. 

3. Results 
Analysis of the four lactate-based thresholds and the 

PerPot threshold show similar mean HR over all participants 
(PerPot: 177.62±8.55; Dickhuth: 174.69±9.11; OBLA 3.5: 
175.54±8.56; Keul: 175.46±9.60; Simon: 173.62±9.19). 

Results of each threshold concept were checked positively 
on normal distribution and homogeneity of variance by 
Shaprio-Wilk test and Levene test, respectively. 

All Pearson correlation coefficients between the different 
thresholds showed positive correlations with high 
significance at the 0.001 level (two-tailed), as shown in table 
2. Overall lowest and highest correlation were calculated 
between lactate based ATs (OBLA 3.5 - Simon r=0.880 and 
Simon - Dickhuth r=0.994). The correlation values between 
PerPot AT and lactate based ATs were between r=0.883 and 
r=0.895. 

ICC values show very high correlation coefficients 
between the different thresholds (see table 2), except the 
value between PerPot and Simon (ICC=0.894). Overall 
highest correlation was again between Simon and Dickhuth 
(ICC=0.994). The ICC between PerPot AT and all lactate 
based ATs show the validity of the computer science model 
based AT with coefficients between ICC=0.894 and 
ICC=0.932. 

Table 2.  Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), Pearson correlation (r) and significance between the different thresholds (N=13) 

  Perpot OBLA 3.5 Keul Simon Dickhuth 

PerPot 

ICC 

- 

.932** .925** .894* .916** 
r .892+ .883+ .895+ .889+ 

Significance 
(two-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 

OBLA 3.5 

ICC  

- 

.941** .928** .936** 
r  .885+ .880+ .876+ 

Significance 
(two-tailed)  .000 .000 .000 

Keul 

ICC   

- 

.978** .992** 
r   .976+ .987+ 

Significance 
(two-tailed)   .000 .000 

Simon 

ICC    

- 

.994** 
r    .994+ 

Significance 
(two-tailed)    .000 

Dickhuth 

ICC     

- r     
Significance 
(two-tailed)     

Note. *. High correlation 0.7 < r ≤ 0.9;  
**. Very high correlation r > 0.9 +. Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (two-tailed) 
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Figure 2.  Four Bland-Altman plots comparing PerPot simulated heart 
rates (HR) at anaerobic thresholds (AT) and four different HRs at lactate 
based ATs a) Dickhuth; b) OBLA 3.5; c) Keul; d) Simon 

Figure 2 shows the differences in heart rate values 
between the lactate based ATs and PerPot AT in 
Bland-Altman plots. 

4. Discussion 
The main finding of the present study is a high 

comparability of conventional lactate based thresholds and 
the new non-invasive simulated threshold using a computer 
science model named PerPot. 

Today, prescribing exercise intensities by heart rate zones 
determined related to AT’s is the gold-standard [2,3]. 
However, there are many points of criticism in conjunction 
with AT’s. For example, Mann et al. [3] criticize the failure 
of verifying threshold measurements, which may create 
individual variation in blood lactate accumulation. This 
leads to a practical advantage of the measurement of 
VO2max and HRmax over threshold measurements, 
although they should not be used from the theoretical aspect. 
Another disadvantage is the rarely reported validation of 

AT’s by the MLSS [7], which can be determined reliably 
and with low day-to-day variability [24]. Hauser et al. [25] 
compared Dickhuth’s threshold with MLSS in cycling. 
However, they compared the power instead of the heart rate. 
They found a significant underestimation of Dickhuth’s 
threshold compared to MLSS (-37.4±26.4 W). Furthermore, 
their Bland-Altman plots showed noticeably large spreads 
of differences between MLSS and their examined 
thresholds. In contrast, PerPot thresholds tend to be higher 
than Dickhuth’s thresholds (Figure 2a). This could mean 
that the simulated AT by PerPot leads to an even better 
MLSS approximation, but that has to be shown in future 
investigations. Missing further validation might be due to 
the difficulty of determining MLSS by several constant 
endurance loads. Nevertheless, AT determination using 
lactate is the gold-standard and therefore has to be used as 
the first validation value. 

The only meaningful attempt to approximate AT by a 
non-invasive method was introduced by Conconi [10]. 
Carey et al. [26] in fact validated the Conconi threshold by 
means of a ventilatory AT, but ill-advised it for practicality 
because of relatively large total errors. It is even more 
limited because heart rate deflection points cannot be found 
in some cases [11]. 

The first sports computer science method tried to 
determine the AT using a multi-layer perceptron [12]. 
Erdogan et al. achieved a correlation r=0.766 between their 
method and OBLA [15], which is lower than PerPot 
correlation (r=0.892). The disadvantage of this method is 
the dependency of the used training set for the neural 
network. In this case the data of young soccer players were 
used, so ATs can only be estimated for other young soccer 
players. The method cannot be used generally, because it 
doesn’t consider the physiology of the athletes, but uses 
statistical values such as age, body mass and height instead. 

In contrast, our non-invasive approach models the 
individual delayed reaction of heart rate to changing 
running speed. It requires a maximal graded test of an 
athlete, used as well in sport medical performance 
diagnostic, to determine individual delays of heart rate 
changes caused by speed changes. Based on these delays 
and since PerPot has an overload mechanism, the AT can be 
simulated by several constant endurance runs. 

The present study shows a high comparability of this new 
method compared to the conventional lactate-based 
thresholds. Compared to the most applied AT determination 
by Dickhuth [7, 14], simulated PerPot AT shows high 
correlations with r=0.889 and ICC=0.916. These positive 
results implicate a useful method to keep AT up-to-date by 
periodical determination. Regarding the population, these 
results are limited to handball players of medium 
performance level. Further studies must show up 
transferability of significance to other populations regarding 
e.g. other sports or performance levels. However, our 
method models heart rate reaction to load in general. 
Therefore, it is most likely transferable with similar 
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significantly high correlations to basic population and not 
limited to any special population. 

One advantage of the PerPot method is the low cost. An 
athlete only needs a heart rate monitor, which has the 
possibility to record data and an optional speed sensor. Thus, 
popular sports athletes, which normally does not have the 
opportunity of an expensive sports medicine diagnostic, 
could make use of this individual training optimization as 
well. Another advantage is the easy portability of results to 
field, because the graded incremental test without lactate 
extraction can be performed everywhere and hence is not 
tied to a laboratory. The portability to field is important due 
to limitations of comparing laboratory and field lactate tests. 
Kunduracioglu et al. [27] found significant differences in 
HR and blood lactate responses between treadmill and field 
running. This is due to other conditions in field, e.g. 
temperature, air resistance and so on. Thus, a field test 
should be preferred, because training and competition is 
done in field, normally. 

5. Conclusions 
In this study we established a new method to determine 

the AT by means of a computer science model named 
PerPot. Statistical analysis showed high correlations 
between this method and conventional lactate-based 
methods. The PerPot AT should be validated further by a 
larger dataset and even now compared directly to MLSS. 
Nevertheless, PerPot brings a lot of advantage in exercise 
prescription. 

6. Practical Implications 
 Because of adaption of physiological parameters to 

exercise, AT and the corresponding arrangement of 
intensities change 

 If AT is used for exercise prescription, it should be 
determined periodically after a certain time, otherwise 
an athlete may exercise in wrong intensities after a 
certain time 

 PerPot offers a possibility of keeping AT up-to-date by 
periodical determination, without further costs 

 Amateur athletes that use HFmax or other possibilities 
for exercise prescription have the chance to optimize 
their training using a more individual parameter 

 It should be noted, that PerPot does not claim to 
replace sports medicine diagnostic, which provide 
more than just determining AT 
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